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On average, luxury brands' value rose 10 percent this year, as a number of houses hit the reset button, according to
Interbrand's Top Best Global Brands 2016 list.

While some, including Herms and Porsche, achieved double-digit percentage growth in their brand value, others
such as Ralph Lauren, T iffany & Co. and Burberry saw declines. This is a period of renewal for these brands, as they
face periods of transition, whether through new business models or changing leadership.

"2016 marks a reset in luxury with challenges that all brands are engaging with," said Rebecca Robins, global
director at Interbrand and co-author of the book "Meta-luxury."

"There's a clear divergence between businesses going through substantial transitions and others who have quietly
been asserting sustainable growth," she said. "Herms was one of the top growing brands of 2015 in Interbrand's Best
Global Brands report and asserts another year of double-digit increase in brand value in 2016."

Interbrand's rankings look at companies with an international presence and whose financial reporting is publicly
available. Brand value is based on a combination of financial performance, the brand's ability to influence
consumer choice and the ability of the brand name to drive a premium price.

Ups and downs
According to Interbrand, the companies boasting the best performing brands are also the ones who have a clear
strategy and are unafraid to set themselves apart from the crowd in their sector.

Overall, the 100 brands to make the list grew 4.5 percent, with a combined brand value of $1.796 trillion.

Tech giant Apple came in as the number one valued brand at $178 billion.

The only luxury brand to make the top 10 was Mercedes-Benz, whose value increased 18 percent to around $43.5
billion, placing it in ninth. BMW followed close behind at number 11 with a brand value of $41.5 billion.
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Interbrand says that automakers are having to adapt to selling experiences rather than just selling cars.

Among hard luxury goods, Louis Vuitton earned the highest ranking, coming in 19th place with a brand value of $24
billion, an 8 percent increase. Herms, at 34th, saw a 17 percent increase in its value, rising to $12.8 billion.

While other luxury brands including Audi, Porsche and Gucci saw their brand value rise, others saw their brand
value fall this year. Ralph Lauren and Prada both lost 12 percent of its  brand value, while T iffany and Burberry saw a
decrease of 9 percent.

Cartier saw a smaller dip of 2 percent, placing it at 62, while Mot & Chandon stayed the same.

Unsurprisingly, the same brands that struggled to achieve growth in the rankings have also seen a difficult financial
year.
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Both Ralph Lauren and Burberry have created reorganization plans aimed at spurring growth as their sales stalled.

"Burberry, Prada and Ralph Lauren have all been going through transitions in their businesses which have had an
impact on the brand," Ms. Robins said. "How they act on those transitions will be crucial.

"Burberry is now going through another transition and has just pioneered a disruptive business model with its first
'see now, buy now' collection," she said.

"Tiffany and, to a lesser extent, Cartier are showing signs of how hard luxury has been affected. As new Cartier CEO,
Cyrille Vigneron has arrived, there is a clear message of renewed focus around the brand."

Dior, with a brand value of $4.9 billion, and the $4 billion Tesla made the list for the first time, coming in at 89 and
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100, respectively.

"Dior's rise is indicative of their transformational journey and their path to greater consistency and fluidity across
fashion, fragrance and beauty," Ms. Robins said.

"They are finding a new balance between their legacy and reaching new generations," she said. "They have also
been exploring new channels as we have seen with WeChat and Lady Dior."

Dior's WeChat campaign

Value chain
Other reports have found that luxury houses are struggling to grow the value of their names.

France's Louis Vuitton is ranked as the world's most valuable luxury brand for the eleventh year running, according
to the 2016 "BrandZ Top 10 Luxury Brands" report.

While there is strong appreciation for luxury brands, slowing economic growth has put constraints on consumer
spending, but the comforts of displaying one's affluence have returned since the global financial crisis of 2008. As a
whole, the luxury category's value declined by 5 percent from the year-ago period, resulting in a top 10 brand value
of $99.7 billion (see story).

Millennials communicate their value systems through the products they support rather than traditional affiliations
such as religion, making a company's social initiatives and positions all the more important.

During a panel discussion at Fashion-Culture-Design June 9, an executive from Marvin Traub argued that a brand's
corporate social responsibility is one of the ways to create value for shareholders. While not all in agreement, the
panelists discussed the ways in which a brand's values impact its bottom line (see story).

"As luxury businesses continue to evolve their growth strategies, ultimately everything begins and ends with driving
brand value," Ms. Robins said. "Businesses need to consider how and where consumers experience the brand.

"Are platforms and partnerships aligned to long-term brand building that reinforces relevance and consistency? Is a
brand's commitment to "doing good" understood?" she said. "Are brands focused on truly meaningful innovation
that is aligned with a quest to do things better?

"It's  a question of driving relevance and engagement."
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